
   

61/61/99: تاریخ امتحان   ه نام خداب            

اداره آموزش و پرورش استان زنجان     دقیقه   01: مدت امتحان :                    نام و نام خانوادگی  

یکاداره آموزش و پرورش ناحیه                                                      

سینائی             : دبیر  یرستان فرزانگان یک   دب              :               شماره کلاس  

                        

 

A : Complete the dictation of the following words.(2points ) 

1- That page  c – nta - ns so many useful  ab-rev-ations. 

2- My grandfather fe – ds  the  p-ge-ns  in  the park. 

3- She  was  sitting  on  the  s-fa  and  sh-ut-d  at  me  aloud. 

4- Hafez is known to be  as  one  of  the  most  fam--s  Persian  p--ts  of  all  time. 

 

B: Fill in the blanks with the words given.(2points) 

 

                                        a                  b                  c             d          e 

effectively - dedicated- stand for- later -entries 

 

5-The project will be completed two weeks……….. . 

6-This monolingual dictionary has about 50,000…………. . 

7- Not surprisingly, he was regarded as a ………….  Physician . 

8-What does BC ………….. ? 

 

C: put the following sentence in correct order. (1point) 

 

9- watching / bought/ her father / is/ the DVD / has/ she / that /. 

 

D: Combine the two sentences with and, or, but, or so. (2points) 

 

10-It was very sunny last Sunday. We went to the beach. 

………………………………………………………………………… 

11-My brother has a lot of books. He never reads them. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

E: Fill in the blanks with your own information (4 points) 

 

12- My friend can speak two languages very well. In fact he is ………… 

13- All the people of about the same age in a society are called………….. 

14- Something that stands for something else is called…………  

15- Something which cannot be seen by our eyes is called …………. 
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F : Vocabulary: choose the best answer.(3 points) 

 

 16-50 % of people wanted to donate their ……. After death to save  the  lives of others. 

     1- muscles               2- organs               3- members                  3- texts 

 

17- There was a large …….. on the wall saying” NO Parking”. 

      1-Plan                  2- space            3- prevent         4- surround 

 

18- When you take a walk, swim, or bicycle, your ……..  Increases during  the activity and 

for a short time afterward.  

      1-story             2- singing                  3- radio            4- heartbeat  

 

19- When we got to the airport there was a long line at the ……. . Actually it was so 

boring.            1-take-of          2-check-in           3- put-out                4- turn-on  

 

20- A ……… diet and daily physical exercise are the keys to a healthy lifestyle. 

    1-Possible           2- preventive              3- balanced          4 – physical  

 

21- I am sure this is an event that will …….. in your mind for quite a long time. 

     1- stick                 2- cause                  3- discuss               4- suffer 

 

J: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in brackets (2 points) 

 

22- I think Mina ………. a new mobile phone, hasn’t she? (to buy)   

23. Three people ………… in the car accident last week. ( to kill)   

24. Before  we ……… our house , we had locked the doors carefully. (to leave)    

25. The letter must …..….. to the company  immediately. (to send) 

 

H: Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra: (4 points) 

 

 The best way to learn how to use your dictionary -----26----is to read its introduction. This 

section ------27-----issues like how entries are arranged, what information is 

 -----28-----in entries and what -----29-----and pronunciation symbols are used throughout 

the entries.  

  26-a. effectively     b. repeatedly          c. surprisingly         d. rarely  

  27-a. advises          b. boosts                  c. respects                d. explains 

  28-a. decreased     b. offered                 c. regarded              d. received  

  29-a. situation       b. generations         c. abbreviations       d. recommendation 

 

 

                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

K: choose the correct answer. (2points) 
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30. If Helen didn’t leave university, she ………. be a great engineer. 

      a. will                      b. should          c. would                 d. can 

 

31. Let’s finish this project on time and then go bowling , …………..? 

       a. don’t we                  b. shall we        c. won’t we        d. we shall      

 

32. Why don’t you tell the police ……… you told me yesterday? 

        a.   which               b. that             c. whom                     d. what  

  

 33. Two new houses ………… by a famous engineer in our neighborhood last year.                                     

a. were built                       b. built               c. have been built         d. has built    

 

L: passage: choose the best answer. (4points) 

 

Chess must be of oldest games in the world. An Arab traveler in India in the year 900 

wrote  that  it had been played a long time before. Chess was probably invented in India, 

and it has been played everywhere from Japan to Europe since 1400. The name “chess” is 

interesting. 

When one player is attacking the other’s king, he says, in English, ‘check’. When the king 

has been caught and cannot move anywhere, he says’. these words come from Persian. 

“Shah  mate”  means the is king is dead”. That is, when the game is over and one player has 

won. 

Such an old  game  has changed very slowly . The rules have not always been the same as 

they are now. For example,   at one time the queen could only move one square at a time. 

Now this has happened.  

Chess takes time and thought, but it is a game for all kinds of people. 

 

34. Which of these is true according to the passage? 

    a) chess is an old Indian traveling game. 

    b) chess is the oldest game in the world. 

    c) chess was played in Japan and and  Europe before 1400. 

    d) chess was played in India long before 900. 

 

35. A traveler in India in the year 900……… that is had been played there. 

        a) wrote            b) write                 c) written          d) was written 

 

 

36. One player has won the game when …………………… 

    a) he attackes the other player’s king                 b) he says some Persian words 

    c) the other player’s king cannot move anywhere     

    d) he says ‘check’ to the other player 
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37. From the passage we understand that …………….. 

    a) such an old game changes very fast 

    b) the rules of  the game haven’t changed at all 

    c) an Arab traveler took the game to India 

    d) chess takes time and thought 

 

  M: Read the following text and choose the correct answer. (4points)           

The size and shape of your ears show your character more than any other part of the face. 

Other parts of the face change shapes as we get older, but ears do not change their shapes. 

They only change in size.  Reading people’s character from their ears is a very old science. 

In the past people thought that a person’s ears with color were dangerous. They also 

thought that the shape of the ears showed if a person was musical or not. Today, too many 

people believe that the size and shape of the ears help you know if a person is musical. Ears 

are all different, and each different thing has a meaning.  Next time you look at a person, 

see if his or her ears are large, medium-size, or small. Look at the lobes ( شگو نرمه ). Ears 

that are always red mean that a person may get angry easily. Ears that are always cold and 

nearly white color mean that a person has a nervous character. 

38.  When we grow up, _____.           

     a. our ears will not change in size                       b. our ears will be the same size.    

     c. our ears will get colder                                     d. our ears will not change in shape.   

39. If someone’s ears are red, it means _____.     

           a. he/she is a kind person                           b. he/she is very happy                      

           c. he/she may get angry easily                   d. he/she drinks a lot       

40.  If you look at someone’s ears, the right way is to see _____.  

       a. his face, ears and nose                                 b. the size, color and shape       

       c. his mouth, eyes and nose                             d. the hair, eyes and color  

 41.  How can we find out a person has a nervous character through his/her ears?   

        a. When they are cold                                       b. When they are medium-size   

       c. When they are not white color                      d. When they are musical 

 
GOOD  LUCK 
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